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traÆ patterns, whih are important for suh appliations as eÆient networkrouting, ahing, prefething, information delivery, and network upgrades. Inaddition, information of the load distribution has diret appliations to billingusers.As the network stream passes by, we have only a few nanoseonds to reat toeah paket. This time permits, at best, indexing into one of a small number ofregisters and storing a new value or inrementing or derementing a few ounters.Memory is limited primarily beause it must be on the hip that is handling ourproessing, in order to keep up.Ideally, we would like to determine the heaviest k users, for a desired value ofk, over some time period. However, beause some users may have nearly equalload, answering this question exatly is impossible using little spae. Rather,one problem we onsider is to determine all users above a given load thresholdduring some time period. A seond ase of interest is the weaker requirement ofidentifying a short list of elements guaranteed to inlude all of these heavy users.Of ourse, we would like to be able to solve these problems in the worst ase forall possible input sequenes, but failing that, we may settle for a probabilistimethod provided it is robust (aurate with high probability).Appliation. In pratie, this frequeny estimation information is used both forbilling purposes and for traÆ engineering deisions. In our partiular ase, thisresearh is motivated by the need to determine the largest paket ows whihmost heavily inuene the harateristis of a router. The routers in questionserve large apaity onnetions on bakbones aross the ontinental UnitedStates. In network-administration parlane, we need to determine the ows that\shape" the pipe. The information olleted in this senario is important forshort- and long-term traÆ engineering and routing deisions on the pipe.In this appliation, we augment the router by adding a monitoring systemto the router box that ollets aggregate statistis on the traÆ. This systemmonitors the paket stream as it passes by, and must ollet statistial data inreal time. Given the urrent bandwidth apaities at the network ore, the pro-essing time must be on the order of nanoseonds for eah paket. This imposespartiular restritions in the nature and amount of operations that an be per-formed per paket, usually limited to manipulating a small number of registers.Often we an assume the existene of a hardware-based hash-table (assoiativememory). This table implements a hardware lookup operation using only a fewlok yles. It returns an index assoiated with the entry if present or an errorag otherwise.As an example, routers from one of the largest vendors (Ciso) ollet perfetstatistis on low-bandwidth onnetions but rely on sampling for higher speeds.The following exerpt from the Ciso NetFlow manual [5℄ illustrates this:Forwarding rates on a Gigabit Swith Router. . . an order of magnitudegreater than traditional platforms that support NetFlow. \Touhing" everyswithed paket for NetFlow aounting beomes a hallenge at these highswithing rates. However, olleting harateristi statistis on IP traÆ beingforwarded. . . is still a neessary tool for managing and planning a network.



In order to sale to higher forwarding rates, NetFlow will now allow theuser to sample one out of every \x" IP pakets being forwarded. . .This featurewill substantially derease the CPU utilization needed to aount for NetFlowpakets.However, this sampling method is often unsatisfatory given the nature ofInternet traÆ [9,23℄. Moreover, in many ases, a small perentage of the paketategories aount for a large perentage of the traÆ. In general, beause of thenature and harateristis of Internet traÆ and intended routing appliation,we require ounting mehanisms that examine the vast majority of pakets usingontiguous sampling of paket bursts.Our results. We onsider a general model in whih pakets have been lassi�edinto ategories. Examples of interesting ategorizations inlude the IP addressand/or port of the paket's soure and/or destination. We illustrate under avariety of weak models of omputation, storage, and network distributions thatarefully arranged ounting of repetitions of pakets' ategories an lead to au-rate estimates of the most ommon paket ategories above a ertain threshold.To give some intuition, a representative example of how ounters an be usedis the following: when a paket streams by, the proess an hek whether itsategory mathes any of the urrently monitored ategories, and if so, inrementthat ounter. The idea is that the ategory with the highest ounter is likely tobe the most popular ategory.The primary diÆulty in ounting with very few ounters is to know whihategories to monitor. If we never reset the ounters and start ounting newlydisovered ategories, we may never notie the most popular ategory, thus neverounting them and disovering their popularity. On the other hand, if we resetounters too frequently, we will not gain enough statistis to be sure whihounter is signi�antly higher than the others.We resolve this trade-o� with the followingmathing upper and lower boundsfor monitoring a stream of unknown length using m ounters:1. In the worst-ase omnisient-adversary model [Setion 3℄:(a) All ategories that our more than 1=(m+1) of the time an (in partiu-lar) be deterministially reported after a single pass through the stream.However, it is unknown whih reported ategories have this frequeny.(b) This result is best possible: if the most ommon ategory has frequenyof less than 1=(m + 1), then the algorithm an be fored to report onlyuniquely ourring elements.2. In the stohasti model [Setion 4℄:(a) All ategories that our with relative frequeny > ( lnn)=pmn for aonstant  > 0 an be reported after a single pass through the stream.(b) The algorithm estimates the frequenies of the reported ategories towithin a desired error fator " > 0 (inuening ).() The results hold with (polynomially) high probability, meaning that theprobability of failure is at most 1=ni for a desired onstant i (also inu-ening ).



(d) This result is best possible up to onstant fators: if the maximum fre-queny is below f=pnm, then the algorithm an be fored to report onlyuniquely ourring elements with probability at least (e�1+1=e)f .3. Both of these one-pass algorithms an be implemented in a small onstantamount of worst-ase time per paket.Related work. Some variants of this problem have been previously onsidered inthe ontext of one pass analysis of database streams [1,10, 20℄, query streamsto a searh engine [3℄, and paket data streams [7, 9, 19, 21℄. Morris [24℄ showedthat it is possible to approximately ount up to n using lg lgn bits, and Flajolet[15℄ gave a detailed analysis of this algorithm. Vitter [26℄ shows how to samplein a small amount of spae and linear time in a single pass. A related problemis omputing the spetra (approximate number of distint values) of a streamwhih an be ahieved in lgn spae [16, 27℄. Alon et al. show that the �rst �vemoments an be approximated in lgn spae while surprisingly all other (higher)moments require linear spae [1℄.On the partiular issue of estimating frequenies, Fang et al. [10℄ proposeheuristis to ompute all values above a threshold. Charikar et al. [3℄ proposealgorithms to ompute the top k andidates in a list of length l under a Zip-�an distribution. Estan and Varghese [9℄ identify supersets likely to ontain thedominant ows and give a probabilisti estimate of the expet ount value interms of a user seleted threshold.2 ModelThis setion formalizes the problems and models addressed in this paper, someaspets of whih were mentioned in Setion 1 in the ontext of our appliation.There are three key aspets to the problem and model: what omputationalpower and storage we have to gather statistis about streams, what distributionsthe streams follow, and what guarantees we make about quality of results. Weover eah aspet in the next three subsetions.2.1 Computation and StorageWe use a more restritive model for the algorithms we develop, and a morepowerful model for proving lower bounds, strengthening our results.2.1.1 Model for Algorithms. Our basi model of omputation is that astatistis-gathering proess wathes a stream of n pakets passing through anInternet router or similar devie. The stream is rapid, so the proess an makeonly one pass through the data, and furthermore an perform little omputationper paket. Spei�ally, we limit the amount of omputation to O(1) operationsper paket. The storage spae available to the proess is limited, but a moreimportant limiting fator is that the working store of the proess is very small:all atively used variables (e.g., ounters) must �t in a small ahe in order to



keep up with the data stream. Thus, in some settings, we may be willing to reorda signi�ant amount of data (but still muh less than one item per paket) toexternal storage, and make a �nal pass through these reords at the end of theomputation.A key operation that the statistis gathering proess an perform is ount-ing. The proess is limited to having at most m ative ounters at any time.Eah ounter has an assoiated ategory that it monitors. A ounter an beinremented, deremented, or reset to monitor a di�erent ategory.Counters an be assoiatively indexed based on the monitored ategory. Thisindexing struture an be implemented in hardware by assoiative memory, orin software using dynami perfet hashing [25℄. In the latter ase, our worst-aserunning times turn into with-high-probability running times.We believe that this model of omputation aptures essentially the entirespetrum of possible algorithms, while apturing all of the important limitingfators in the appliation. For lower bounds, however, we will onsider an evenmore powerful model, desribed next.2.1.2 Model for Lower Bounds. For the purpose of lower bounds, we on-sider a broad model of omputation in whih the proess an maintain at mostmategories in working store at any time, in addition to examining the ategoryof the urrent paket under onsideration. Arbitrary amounts of memory andomputation an be used for ounters or other strutures, but ategories mustbe treated as opaque objets from an arbitrary spae with unknown struture,and at most m ategories an be stored. The only operation allowed on ate-gories is testing two for equality; in the lower-bound ontext where we ignoreomputation time, this operation permits hashing based on ategories urrentlyin working store. The proess an return andidate most-popular ategories onlyfrom the m ategories that it has in working store.2.2 Network TraÆ DistributionsWe propose three broad models of the network traÆ distributions that enable usto prove guarantees on quality. All of these models lead to interesting theoretialresults whih are losely related to the pratial problem.The two most general models are worst-ase distributions. In this ontext,the network traÆ is essentially arbitrary, and at any moment, an adversaryan hoose the next paket's ategory. Algorithms in this model are diÆult butsurprisingly turn out to be possible. There are two subtly di�erent versions ofthe model. In the omnisient adversary model, the adversary knows everythingabout the algorithm's exeution, and an hoose the paket sequene to be theabsolute most diÆult. In the slightly less powerful but highly natural obliviousadversary model, the adversary knows the entire algorithm, but does not knowthe results of any random oin tosses made by the algorithm.Thus the algorithman hope to win over the adversary with high probability by using random bits.Of ourse, these worst-ase models are overly pessimisti, and limit theprovable strength of any algorithm. Fortunately, real traÆ is not worst-ase,



but rather follows some sort of distribution. A natural suh distribution is thestohasti model: an arbitrary probability distribution spei�es the relative fre-quenies of the ategory, but in what order these ategories our in the paketstream is uniformly random. While this model may not preisely math reality,we feel that it is suÆiently representative to lead to highly pratial algorithms.(We plan to evaluate this statement experimentally.)2.3 GuaranteesIt is impossible in general to report the most ommon ategory in one pass usingless than �(n) storage. For example, suh storage is learly neessary when allategories our uniquely exept for one ategory that ours twie. Fortunately,a user of this system is only interested in ategories that our partiularly often,i.e., above some frequeny threshold.It turns out that, for eah model of network traÆ, there is a partiularthreshold below whih it is impossible to aurately detet, but above whihit is possible to aurately detet. When we have no extra storage beyond theworking store, we an only report m suh ategories with any on�dene. Whenwe have extra storage beyond the working store, we an reord more values andmake a �nal pass to hoose the largest k frequenies for a desired value of k. Ineither ase we guarantee that, out of the ategories whose frequenies are abovethreshold, the approximately top k are reported. \Approximately" means thatthe frequeny (as opposed to rank) is within a desired onstant-fator error.3 Worst-Case Bounds without RandomizationThis setion develops an algorithm for the most diÆult model, the worst-aseomnisient adversary.3.1 Classi Majority AlgorithmOur starting point is the elegant algorithm [13℄ for determining whether a valueours a majority of the time in a stream, i.e., ours more than n=2 times in astream of length n. The basi model under whih this algorithm was developedis that we should make as few passes as possible through the data and as fewomparisons as possible, while using the smallest possible amount of spae|asingle ounter.AlgorithmMajority1. Initialize the ounter to zero.2. For eah element in the stream:(a) If the ounter is zero, de�ne the urrent element to be the monitoredelement of the ounter.(b) If the urrent element is the monitored element, inrement the ounter.Otherwise, derement the ounter.



If the algorithm terminates with a ounter value of zero, then the last mon-itored element or the last value on the stream ould have ourred up to n=2times, though not a majority. On the other hand, if the ounter value is positive,the last monitored element is the only value that ould have ourred in a ma-jority of the positions. A simple resan (not permitted in our model) on�rmsor denies the hypothesis, although Fisher and Salzberg [13℄ present the methodsomewhat di�erently and reorder the elements in order to ahieve the optimalworst ase bound of d3n=2e � 2.3.2 GeneralizationThis majority algorithm is a gem, often used in undergraduate letures andassignments. However, the following generalization does not seem to have ap-peared. Our initial desription ignores issues of data strutures required to ef-fetively derement m ounters at one or manage any other aspets of thealgorithm; these issues will be addressed later.Theorem 1. There is a single-pass algorithm using m ounters that determinesa set of at most m values inluding all that our stritly more than n=(m + 1)times in an input stream of length n.Proof. The sheme is indeed a generalization of Algorithm Majority:Algorithm Frequent1. Initialize the ounters to zero.2. For eah element in the stream:(a) If the urrent element is not monitored by any ounter and some ounteris zero, de�ne the urrent element to be the monitored element of thatounter.(b) If the urrent element is the monitored element of a ounter, inrementthe ounter. Otherwise, derement every ounter.The reation to a value not in a full slate of andidates is admittedly Drao-nian, but it is e�etive. To demonstrate this e�etiveness, onsider any elementx that ours t > n=(m + 1) times. Suppose that x is read tf times when allother andidate loations are full with other values, and ti times when either itis already present or there is spae to add it. Thus, x's ounter is inrementedti times, and tf + ti = t > n=(m + 1). Furthermore, let td denote the numberof times that a ounter monitoring x is deremented as another value is read.Beause a ounter never goes negative, ti � td. If this inequality is strit, thenx ends up with a positive ount at the end of the algorithm.With eah of the tf + td times derements our, we an assoiate m our-renes of other values along with the ourrene of x, for a total of m+1 uniqueloations in the input steam. Thus, (m + 1)(tf + td) � n. If the �nal value ofx's ounter is zero, then td = ti, so t = tf + ti = tf + td > n=(m + 1), i.e.,(m + 1)(tf + td) > n, whih is a ontradition. Hene ti > td, so x's ounterremains positive and x is one of at most m andidates remaining. 2



This method thus identi�es at most m andidates for having appeared morethan n=(m+1) times, and does so with no use of probabilisti methods. Clearlythere remains the issue of how to perform the appropriate updates quikly. Mostnotably, there is the issue of derementing and releasing several ounters simul-taneously.3.3 Data StruturesTo support derementing all ounters at one in onstant time, we store the oun-ters in sorted order using a di�erential enoding. That is, eah ounter atuallyonly stores how muh larger it is ompared to the next smallest ounter. Now in-rementing and derementing ounters requires them to move signi�antly in thetotal order; to support these operations, we oalese equal ounters (di�erentialsof zero) into ommon groups.The overall struture is a doubly linked list of groups, ordered by ountervalue. Eah group represents a olletion of equal ounters, onsisting of twoparts: (1) a doubly linked list of ounters (in no partiular order, beause theyall have the same value), and (2) the di�erene in value between these ountersand the ounters in the previous group, or, for the �rst group, the value itself.Eah \ounter" no longer needs to store a value, but rather stores its group andits monitored element.Beause of lak of spae, we omit the details of Algorithm Frequent inombination with these data strutures.Theorem 2. Algorithm Frequent an be augmented to run in in O(1) timeper paket.3.4 Lower BoundAlgorithm Frequent ahieves the best possible frequeny threshold aordingto the model presented in Setion 2.1.2.Theorem 3. For any n and m, and any deterministi one-pass algorithm stor-ing at most m elements at one, there is a sequene of length n, in whih oneelement ours at least n=(m+1)�1 times and the other elements are all unique,and on whih the algorithm terminates with only uniquely ourring elementsstored.Proof. We initially imagine there being n distint elements, divided by a yet-to-be-determined sheme into m + 1 lasses. We maintain that eah elementstored by the algorithm is from a di�erent lass. At eah step, the algorithmexamines its at most m + 1 elements, disards one, and reads the next elementfrom the stream. The adversary hooses the next element from the same lassas the element that was disarded. (At the beginning, the adversary hoosesarbitrarily.)In this way, the algorithm learns only that elements from di�erent lasses aredi�erent, but does not learn about elements from a ommon lass. Thus, at the



end, the adversary is free to hoose whih elements in a lass are equal and whihare not. In partiular, the adversary an hoose the largest lass, whih musthave size at least n=(m+1), to have all its members equal exept for possibly onemember of the m being returned by the algorithm; and hoose all other lassesto have all distint elements. 24 Probabilisti Frequeny CountsThis setion develops algorithms for the stohasti model, in whih an arbitraryprobability distribution spei�es the relative frequenies of the ategories, but inwhat order these ategories our in the paket stream is uniformly random. Wedistinguish two ases aording to whether the proess is allowed extra storageso long as the working store is small; see Setion 2.1.1.4.1 OverviewThe basi algorithm works as follows. We divide the stream into a olletionof rounds, arefully sized to balane the ounter-reset trade-o� desribed in the�rst setion. At the beginning of eah round, the algorithm samples the �rst mdistint paket ategories, whih is equivalent to sampling m pakets uniformlyat random. The algorithm then ounts their ourrenes for the duration of theround. Applying Cherno� bounds, we prove that the ounts obtained during around are lose to the atual frequenies of the ategories. The k ategories withthe maximum ounter values at the end of the round are the winners for thatround. If extra nonworking storage is available to the algorithm, we reord thesewinners and their ounts for a �nal tournament at the end of the algorithm.Otherwise, we reserve a onstant fration of the working storage for the urrentbest winners, and only ompare against those. In either ase, we prove thatwith high probability the true frequenies of the �nal winners are lose to thefrequenies of the truly most popular ategories. The probabilities are slightlyhigher when extra nonworking spae is available.The ideal hoie for the size of a round in this algorithmdepends on the lengthn of the stream and on the probability distribution on ategories. Of ourse, thealgorithm does not generally know the probabilities, and may not even knowfor how long it will be monitoring the stream: imagine a senario in whih thestatistis gathering proess is running onstantly, and at will a networks designeran request the urrent guess and on�dene of the most popular ategories; astime passes, the on�dene inreases. To solve these problems, we harness thealgorithm in an adaptive framework that gradually inreases the round lengthuntil the on�dene is determined to suÆe. This exible framework requiresmonitoring the stream for only slightly longer.



4.2 Algorithm with Extra Nonworking StorageMore preisely, we divide the input stream into rounds of r pakets eah. Thealgorithm works as follows and the theorem follows from a areful examinationof Cherno� bounds.Algorithm Probabilisti1. For eah round of r elements:(a) Assign the m ounters to monitor the �rst m distint elements thatappear in the round.(b) For eah element, if the element is being monitored, inrement the ap-propriate ounter.() Store the elements and their ounts to the extra nonworking storage.2. Pass through the elements and ounts stored in extra nonworking storage.3. Return the k distint elements with the largest ounts, for the desired valueof k. (If an element appears multiple times in the list, we e�etively drop allbut its largest ount.)Theorem 4. Fix any onstants  > 0 and � > 1. Call an element above thresh-old if it has relative frequeny at least � = ( lnn)=pmn. Suppose that t elementsare above threshold. If  is suÆiently large with respet to �, then with high prob-ability, Algorithm Probabilisti with r = pmn returns a list of k elementswhose �rst minfk; tg elements are as if we perturbed eah element's relative fre-queny within a fator of � and then took the top minfk; tg elements.4.3 Algorithm without Extra Nonworking StorageA simple modi�ation to AlgorithmProbabilisti avoids the use of extra stor-age by omputing the maximum frequenies online at the ost of using someounter spae:Algorithm Probabilisti-Inplae1. Reserve m=2 of the m ounters to store the urrent best andidates.2. For eah round of r elements:(a) Assign the m=2 unreserved ounters to monitor the �rst m=2 distintelements that appear in the round, and zero these ounters.(b) For eah element, if the element is being monitored, inrement the ap-propriate ounter.() Replae the m=2 reserved ounters with the top out of all m ounters.3. Return the m=2 reserved ounters.As stated, this algorithm does not run in onstant time per paket, inurringa �(m) ost at the end of every round. However, this large ost an be avoided,similar to Algorithm Frequent. Again we omit details beause of lak of spae.We obtain the same results as in Theorem 4, only with m half as large andk onstrained to be at most m=2.



Theorem 5. Suppose that t elements are above threshold, i.e., have relativelyfrequeny at least ( lnn)=pmn=2. If  is suÆiently large with respet to �, thenwith high probability, Algorithm Probabilisti-Inplae and its enhanementwith r =pmn=2 return a list of m=2 elements whose �rst minfm=2; tg elementsare as if we perturbed eah element's relative frequeny within a fator of � andthen took the top minfm=2; tg elements.4.4 Streams of Unknown LengthIf the value of n is unknown to the algorithm, we an guess the value of n to be1 and run the algorithm, then guess onseutively n = 2; 4; : : :; 2j; : : : until thestream is exhausted. At round j, we an �nd the top elements so long as theirprobability satis�es p > j=p2jm. This bound is within a fator of roughly p2ompared to if we knew n a priori.4.5 Lower BoundWe an prove a mathing lower bound for the algorithms above, up to onstantfators, in the model of omputation presented in Setion 2.1.2:Theorem 6. Consider the distribution in whih one element x has relative fre-quently (just) below f=pmn, and e.g. every other element ours just one. Forany probabilisti one-pass algorithm storing at most m elements at one, theprobability of failing to report element x is, asymptotially, at least (e�1+1=e)f �0:5314636f. Consequently, if f = �(1), there is a onstant probability of failure,and f must be 
(lgn) to ahieve a polynomially small probability of failure.5 ConlusionThe main open problem that remains is to onsider the more relaxed but highlynatural oblivious-adversary worst-ase model, whih allows randomization in-ternally to the algorithm but assumes nothing about the input stream. We arehopeful that it is possible to ahieve results similar to the stohasti model byaugmenting our algorithm to randomly perturb the sizes of the rounds. The ideais that suh perturbations prevent the adversary from knowing when the atualsamples our.Aknowledgments. We thank the anonymous referees for their helpful ommentsand thorough review.Referenes1. N. Alon, Y. Matias and M. Szegedy. \The spae omplexity of approximating thefrequeny moments", STOC, 1996, pp. 20{29.2. B. Bloom. \Spae/time trade-o�s in hash oding with allowable queries", Comm.ACM, 13:7, July 1970, pp. 422{426.
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